We discuss the Z symmetry of nite temperature QED, which is related to the con nement properties of the theory. We show that correlators of Polyakov loop operators with incommensurate charges can be used as order parameters for this symmetry. The screening or con ning properties of lower dimensional abelian gauge theories are analyzed. In the Schwinger model, the Z-symmetry is broken and the system is in a screening phase; with a non-vanishing fermion mass the symmetry is recovered and the system con nes. In parity invariant 2+1-dimensional QED, there is a phase transition between phases with unbroken and broken realizations of this symmetry. This con nement-decon nement transition is of the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) type. When there is a topological mass the model exhibits a screening phase. However, if the topological mass is much smaller than the other dimensional parameters there is a vestige of the BKT transition separating regions with screening and con ning behavior.
Introduction
The commonly used test for con nement in a gauge theory at nite temperature is its ability to screen static external charges. The operator which probes electric screening is the Polyakov loop operator 1;2 which is the trace of the path ordered exponential of the gauge eld on a path which links the periodic Euclidean time y P(x) = trP e i R 1=T 0 d A0( ;x) : (1) The expectation value of this operator is the exponential of the free energy, F(x), which is required to immerse a classical fundamental representation quark source in the gauge eld medium at the pointx, hP(x)i = exp ?F(x)=T]. If the expectation value is zero, corresponding to in nite free energy, this is interpreted as a signal of con nement. In this case, the system is not capable of screening the electric ux which is necessarily created with the external quark source and the electric ux takes up a con guration which has in nite energy. If the expectation value of the Polyakov loop is non-zero, and the free energy nite, this is interpreted as the system being in a decon ned phase. The electric ux associated with the source is screened by the medium. In compact gauge theories, the Polyakov loop operator can be used as an order parameter for con nement in either pure Yang-Mills gluo-dynamics or in a mattercoupled gauge theory when the matter is in either the adjoint representation, or some other representation whose degrees of freedom transform trivially under the center of the gauge group. In these cases, there is an invariance of the nite temperature path integral under gauge transformations which twist by an element of the center of the gauge group in the periodic Euclidean time. The action is invariant under such a twisted gauge transform, but the operator P(x) is transformed to ZP(x) where Z is the central element. Thus, the nite temperature theory has an e ective global symmetry whose transformations belong to the cosets of all gauge transformations under which the path integral is symmetric modulo those which are strictly periodic in Euclidean time. Spontaneous breaking of the symmetry is related to decon nement and P(x) is an order parameter. When the gauge theory is coupled to matter elds which transform non-trivially under the center of the group, the symmetry is broken explicitly and its realization can no longer be used as a probe for con nement.
In this Lecture, we shall review some work 4;5;6 where we argued that the Abelian analog of the Polyakov loop operator, (2) could be used as an order parameter for con nement in Abelian gauge theories, even in the presence of dynamical charged particles. The requirements are that the dynamical charged elds in the gauge theory must have charges which are integral multiples of some basic charge, which we denote by e. In order that (2) be an order parameter, the chargeẽ appearing there must not be an integer multiple of the basic charge:ẽ 6 = e integer.
The expectation value of the operator (2) measures the response of an electrodynamic system to placing a classical incommensurate chargeẽ at pointx. The quantity Fẽ(x) = ?T ln hPẽ(x)i is the free energy of the system in the presence of the classical charge (minus the free energy when the charge is absent). If this free energy is nite, the system is not con ning. If the free energy is in nite, this implies that the expectation value (2) must be zero. This means that it takes an in nite amount of energy to immerse a classical charge in the system, implying that it is in a con ning phase. If the charge in the loop operator were a commensurate, rather than incommensurate one, its electric eld could be screened by producing a nite number of dynamical charged particle-antiparticle pairs, using the appropriate number of particles or antiparticles to screen the external charge and allowing the remaining dynamical particles to escape to in nity. This process would take a nite amount of energy. For this reason, we expect that the loop operator with a commensurate charge would always have a non-zero expectation value. At zero temperature, the pair production would take a threshold energy of the mass of the particles produced. At nite temperature the thermally activated particles are already present so that screening of this sort takes only a small amount of energy.
Further information can be obtained from correlators of Polyakov loop opeators. For example, the two-point correlator gives the e ective potential between a positive and a negative charge, Vẽ ;?ẽ (x;ỹ) Fẽ ;?ẽ (x;ỹ) = ?T ln hPẽ(x)P ?ẽ (ỹ)i. Using the clustering property of this expectation value, the vanishing or non-vanishing of the expectation value of a single loop operator is related to the asymptotic behaviour of this potential. If the potential for large separations jx ? yj is in nite, the large distance correlator vanishes. By clustering, this implies that the expectation value of the single operator vanishes as well, which characterizes con nement. If, on the other hand, the potential approaches a constant for large separations, the long distance correlator is nonvanishing. By clustering, this long range order translates to a nonvanishing expectation value of a single Polyakov loop, and an isolated external incommensurate charge has nite energy.
The expectation value of the loop operator in (2) (6) provided that the gauge transformation function ( ;x) is periodic up to an integer multiple of 2 =e, ( + 1=T;x) = ( ;x) + 2 n=e ; n 2 Z. The group of all gauge transformations modulo those which are strictly periodic is Z, the additive group of the integers. This is a global symmetry. The Polyakov loop operator transforms non-trivially under the coset when its charge is not an integer multiple of the electron charge, P 0ẽ (x) = Pẽ(x) exp 2 inẽ=e]. It can therefore be used as an operator to explore the realization of Z in the statistical model speci ed by the path integral (3) . If the symmetry is unbroken, the loop operator averages to zero and the system is in the con ning phase. If it is spontaneously broken, the loop operator can have a non-zero expectation value. The system is then in a non-con ning phase. We shall discuss two such phases. One is the Debye plasma phase which is characterized by the exponential decay in the asymptotic behaviour of the electric two-particle potential, related to the Debye screening length of the plasma. The other is what is termed a \screening phase". This phase also has an electric screening length, as well as magnetic screening. The main di erence between these two phases is in the temperature dependence of the screening length. In the screening phase, the screening length persists at zero temperature, whereas the Debye mass vanishes at zero temperature. In order to analyze symmetry breaking, the properties of correlators and other dynamical questions, we shall provide the e ective actions for the Polyakov loop operators. This method was advocated in the seminal work by Svetitsky and Ya e in the context of lattice gauge theories 7 . One rst xes the static temporal gauge, _ A 0 ( ;x) = 0, and integrates all the degrees of freedom of the gauge theory except for A 0 which is associated with the Polyakov loop. This generates an e ective theory for the order parameter which, for an initial d + 1-dimensional gauge theory is a ddimensional scalar eld theory with variable A 0 (x). This theory exhibits the global Z symmetry A 0 (x) ! A 0 (x) + 2 nT=e ;
explicitly. The critical behavior of d+1-dimensional nite temperature QED is that of the d-dimensional e ective local eld theory. By studying the e ective action, we are able to characterize the type of the phase transition and discuss the associated critical behavior. We shall review in what follows the results obtained in the abelian gauge theories we have examined. With an increasing level of complexity we shall analyze the e ective actions for Polyakov loop operators in the Schwinger model, parity invariant QED, topologically massive QED.
1+1-Dimensions
Our analysis of the nite temperature Schwinger model 5 with one avor of fermions led us to the following results:
i.)In the one-dimensional Coulomb gas, which can be regarded as a certain limit of electrodynamics which has very massive charged particles, the Z symmetry breaking problem resembles that of the quantum pendulum problem, or 1-dimensional sinegordon theory. The Z symmetry is unbroken at all temperatures, corresponding to a con ning state.
ii.) In the Schwinger model where the space is a circle with circumference L and with periodic boundary conditions for both the photon and electron elds, we computed the exact e ective action for the static eld A 0 (x), integrating out all the other degrees of freedom A 1 ; . The result can be expressed in the following Villain form 8 
Equation (8) provides the form of the e ective action which explicitly realizes the symmetry Z. Using (8) otherwise (9) This is consistent with the expected unbroken realization of the Z symmetry for nite volume. The heat bath screens only external charges that are integer multiples of the electron charge, by bounding dynamical fermions from the heat bath with the external charge. This can be viewed as a proof of the con ning nature of nite volume one dimensional electrodynamics. It is a consequence of the discrete symmetry (7) which is realized in an unbroken phase when the volume is nite.
iii.)In the in nite volume limit, the Z symmetry is spontaneously broken. This is seen by examining the Polyakov-anti-Polyakov loop correlator. This is again readily calculated using the e ective action (8) . 
From cluster decomposition this is consistent with the value of the in nite volume Polyakov loop expectation value anticipated from (9). Eq. (11) shows that, in the in nite volume limit, there is o diagonal long-range order, and the Z symmetry is thus spontaneously broken. The thermal state of the Schwinger model can screen arbitrary external charges, and it is in a decon ned phase. We interpret our results as indicating the possible presence of the \bleached" states 9 in the spectrum of the Schwinger model. These are states where the charges of the decon ned fermions are completely screened by the thermal state. Our results thus support the screening vs. con nement discussion of 10;11;12 .
The result that the Z symmetry is spontaneously broken was anticipated by
Hansson, Nielsen and Zahed 13 . It is surprising in the sense that the e ective action for the Polyakov loop operator is a one dimensional eld theory with a discrete Z symmetry. Normally such symmetries cannot be spontaneously broken, as the long-range correlations described by (11) are forbidden by the accompanying strong infrared e ects. From another viewpoint, the ordered state of the broken symmetry theory is unstable to the condensation of domain walls. The Schwinger model, however, as we showed in 5 , evades domain wall condensation at all nite temperatures by having domain walls with in nite energy. This occurs because the domain walls are actually instantons in a static gauge. The fermion determinant vanishes on instanton con gurations, giving the instantons an in nite free energy.
2+1-Dimensions

Parity Invariant QED
We shall now apply the ideas illustrated in the introduction to 2+1-dimensional quantum electrodynamics. In order to suppress radiative generation of a Chern Simons term, we rst assume that the model is parity invariant and has a parity invariant ultraviolet regularization. We shall consider the weak coupling limit. In 2+1 dimensions the electric charge has dimension mass] 1=2 . Vacuum uctuations are suppressed and our results are reliable in the limit where the electron mass is much larger than the dimensional parameters which characterize the mass gap of the fermions. This gap is given either by the fermion mass, m, or the temperature, T, which gives the fermion a Matsubara mass due to the antisymmetric boundary condition in Euclidean time of the fermion eld at nite temperature. We shall assume that e 2 is much less than m and of the same order as T which must therefore also be much less than m. When e 2 =m and T=m are small, it is easy to understand the nature of the thermal state of the system. Quantum uctuations are suppressed by weak coupling. Thermal uctuations are suppressed by the low temperature. The state is a weakly interacting, very dilute gas of thermally activated electrons and positrons with equal, and small densities. This is to a good approximation just the two-dimensional neutral Coulomb gas whose statistical mechanics is given by the sine-Gordon model and which is well known to have a Berezinsky-KosterlitzThouless 18;19 (BKT) transition.
In 4 we computed the one-loop e ective action for the static A 0 (x) eld. The e ective action is non-local and non-polynomial in A 0 (x). When the matter elds have a mass, it has a local expansion in powers of derivatives of A 0 (x) divided by masses. This expansion is accurate when the momentum scales of interest are much smaller than the masses and the e ective eld theory for A 0 (x) can be approximated by a local eld theory where the ultraviolet cuto is taken to be the masses of the charged matter elds.
In 2+1-dimensions, the fermion mass operator constructed from the minimal 2-component Dirac fermions is a pseudoscalar and therefore violates parity 14;15 . If included in the action, they can generate a parity violating topological mass for the photon by radiative corrections 16 . In this section, we wish to study the case where the electron has mass but the photon is massless a .
In 4 we computed the one-loop e ective action for A 0 (x) in a double expansion in the number of loops and in powers of derivatives of A 0 (x). The e ective potential for A 0 , arising from the fermion determinant, gives the critical behavior of the model. Consider then the large m limit, T=m and e 2 =m small with nite e 2 =T. In this limit, the higher harmonics are small perturbations to the potential V (m; eA 0 =T) = Tm e ?m=T cos(eA 0 =T) ; (12) which is the sine-Gordon potential. It was shown by Amit et al. 17 that in the sine-Gordon model any perturbation of the type cos(n ) to the sine-Gordon potential cos( )= 2 is irrelevant for the critical behavior of the model. By analogy with the spin wave plus Coulomb gas model, they also proved that a critical line for a BKT 18;19 phase transition in the sine-Gordon model starts at the point ( ; 2 ) = (0; 8 ). We can then conclude that also in 2+1-QED at nite temperature there is a BKT phase transition, with a critical line in the (m=T; e 2 =T) plane starting at (m=T; e 2 =T) = (1; 8 ) . From the one-loop e ective action 4 one can nd the rst order corrections to the critical temperature for this transition as T crit: = e 2 =8 (1 + e 2 =12 m + : : :). From this one can read the critical value of the coupling constant originally found by Coleman in his discussion on bosonization of the massive Thirring model 20 .
The BKT transition thus corresponds to a breaking of the Z symmetry. The
Polyakov loop acts as an order parameter for this symmetry breaking, and thus also for the BKT phase transition. Morover, this construction is by no way speci c for the massive QED discussed here. A similar construction is possible for the BKT transition in the usual two-dimensional Coulomb gas as well, if the eld-theoretic sine-Gordon description is used to describe the gas.
Topologically Massive Electrodynamics
3.2.1. Maxwell-Chern-Simons theory on the sphere When three-dimensional QED is not parity invariant, the gauge eld can have a topological mass term 14 and, naively, one would expect that con nement is not an issue, it is simply absent. In this Section, we shall consider the properties of nite temperature Maxwell-Chern-Simons theory 6 . When the space is the two-sphere, we shall nd that there is an analog of the Z symmetry, which exists and has interesting properties even in the absence of matter elds. The symmetry enforces a kind of topological con nement which arises from Dirac's quantization condition for the magnetic eld of the monopole. The Minkowski space action for Maxwell-Chern-Simons theory is
The spacetime is a product of time R 1 and a two-dimensional manifold M 2 . The On the other hand, if the space is compact, or if we impose boundary conditions on an open space, such as the plane, so that the gauge eld can be stereographically projected onto a compact space, the magnetic charge should obey the Dirac quantization condition, eg = 2 k where k is an integer and e is the basic unit of charge of the matter elds. In this case, the Chern-Simons term is invariant under gauge transformations with non-zero winding number. The global symmetry is Z, even in the absence of matter.
In this section, we shall investigate this situation on a compact space. We take the spacetime to be a product of R 1 and S 2 . A similar construction can be carried out where the space is a product of R 1 and any Riemann surface with some additional complications 21 .
With a careful treatment of the de nition of the Chern-Simons term on a sphere and using a canonical formalism we have been able to compute exactly the e ective action for the static gauge function A 0 (x) 6 . The summation over monopoles allows one to represent such an e ective action in the Villain form 8 This action is identical (although one dimension higher) to the action that was found for the Schwinger model, Equation (8) . In that case, we argued that the Z symmetry is always broken in the in nite volume limit. This symmetry breaking is interpreted as screening, similar to that which occurs in a Higgs phase, rather than decon nement. We conjecture that a topologically massive gauge theory screens, rather than decon nes. In the next subsection we shall examine the consequences of this symmetry of the e ective action (14) and we will show that it is also spontaneously broken in the in nite volume limit.
Spontaneous breaking of Z symmetry
The Polyakov loop operator for a commensurate charge (remember that, because of the presence of monopoles, the charge is quantized) transforms under (7) Since the consistency with the monopole bundle requires that the charges are quantized in units of e, so P j e j = integer e, the symmetry here is actually Z p , the additive group of the integers modulo p. If q is an integer and p = 1 the correlator (16) is unrestricted, and there is no symmetry.
It is interesting to observe that only charges which are integer multiples of pe are allowed on the sphere. This is no surprise as it is a direct consequence of Gauss' law. The integral of Gauss' law relates the total charge and magnetic ux of a quantum state on a compact space as pe 2 g=(2 q) + Q = 0. Since g = 2 e integer and Q = integer e, it is necessary that p and q are integers. Furthermore, the basic state in this system has electric charge p e and magnetic charge q 2 e . Thus, only charges which are integer multiples of pe are consistent with the Gauss' law constraint on the sphere. In fact, we could think of the e ective Z p symmetry of the Euclidean path integral as just enforcing the "topological" constraints on the charges which are contained in Gauss' law.
The Z p -symmetry is invariably broken in the in nite volume limit. To see this, ?r 2 + 2 j0) ( 
17)
If we take the limit as the volume goes to in nity, followed by the limit as the separation of the points in the correlator goes to in nity, the two-point function approaches a non-zero constant, 
This implies that the Z p symmetry is spontaneously broken in the in nite volume limit. This leaves us with the correct conclusion that the topologically massive gauge theory is not a con ning theory. In fact its electrostatic interactions are short-ranged and Yukawa-like. Their large distance fall-o is governed by the inverse topological mass. Thus, for all practical purposes, the topological mass of the photon contributes a mass term to the e ective action for A 0 . The fact that this mass term is periodic when the volume is nite is irrelevant in the in nite volume limit. If we couple topologically massive QED to matter elds, we would expect that, in the limit where the matter eld masses are large, the e ective eld theory is the massive sine-Gordon theory, (19) In 6 we used a variational method to examine the behavior of both parity invariant and topologically massive QED in the in nite volume. We con rmed the existence of the BKT phase transition in the parity invariant theory. We also found indication of a similar transition in topologically massive QED when the topological mass is small compared to the other mass scales in the problem. We argued that the latter transition, although not strictly speaking a phase transition, separates two regions of the system with distinct physical behavior: a low temperature screening phase, where there are charged particles bound into neutral bound states, as well as free neutral particles, and a high temperature decon ned phase where the bound states are absent and the charges are Debye-screened.
